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ABSTRACT

Data warehouse has become an integral part in developing a DSS in any organization. One of the key architectural issues concerning the efficient design of a data warehouse is to determine the “right” number of views to be materialized in order to minimize the query response time experienced by the decision makers in the organization. We consider a bottleneck objective in designing such a materialization scheme which has the effect of guaranteeing a certain level of performance. We examine linear integer programming formulations, and develop heuristics and report on the performance of these heuristics. We also evaluate heuristics reported in the literature for the view materialization problem with a simpler objective.
INTRODUCTION

In today’s fast-paced, ever-changing and wants-driven economy, information is seen as a key business resource to gain competitive advantage (Haag, Cummings & McCubbrey, 2005). Effective use of this information requires good decision support systems. Most decision support systems require reliable and elaborate data backbone which needs to be converted into useful information. With the widespread availability and ever-decreasing cost of computers, telecommunications technologies, and Internet access, most businesses have collected a wealth of data. However, that is only the first and easy step. Many firms are becoming data rich but remain information and knowledge poor (Gray & Watson, 1998; Grover, 1998; Han & Kamber, 2001; Nemati, Steiger, Iyer & Herschel, 2002). To alleviate this problem, many corporations have built, or are building, unified decision-support databases called data warehouses on which decision makers can carry out their analysis. A data warehouse is a very large data base that integrates information extracted from multiple, independent, heterogeneous data sources into one centralized data repository to support business analysis activities and decision-making tasks.

Business analysts run complex queries over this centralized data repository housed in a data warehouse to gain insights into the vast data and to mine for hidden knowledge. The key to gaining such insight is to design a decision support system which would get the right information to the right person and at the right time which will aid in making quality and often strategic decisions. In order to achieve this objective, design of the data warehouse architecture plays a pivotal role. There are many architectural issues concerning the efficient design of a data warehouse system. Lee, Kim, and Kim (2001) highlighted the importance of metadata for implementing data warehouse. They pointed out that integrating data warehouse with its metadata offers a new opportunity to create a more adaptive information system. Furtado (2006) proposed the concept of node partitioning, a method for parallelism, to improve the performance of a data warehouse system. Huang, Lin, and Deng (2005) proposed an intelligent cache mechanism for a data warehouse system in a mobile environment. They pointed out that because mobile devices can often be disconnected from the host server, and due to the low bandwidth of wireless networks, it is more efficient to store query results from a mobile device in the cache.

Data cube design is one such important aspect of the data warehouse architecture. Data cubes are constructs to store subsets of summarized data by some measures of interest for easy and quick access, and for timely and dynamic updates of these summarized data on an ongoing basis (Chun, Chung & Lee, 2004).

Accessing data from a data cube, if not materialized, can be a time consuming and resource intensive process. A data cube consists of many views with existing interrelated dependencies among themselves (such view is also known as a cuboid or a query). If such a view is stored, it is denoted as a materialized view. The problem of quick and easy access to the data cube may be alleviated by an efficient selection of a set of views to be materialized. Since not all views in a data cube may be materialized due to constraints imposed on the system, selecting the right set of views to materialize is an integral part of the design of data cube and its associated views. An efficient design will dramatically reduce the execution time of decision support queries and hence prove pivotal in delivering competitive advantage.

Many researchers have studied the problem of selecting the “right” set of views to be materialized in a data cube in order to minimize decision support query response time. The problem is generally described as the materialized view selection (MVS) problem, which has the objective of minimizing the access time subject to constraints...